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NEW YORK, 3WRCH 11, 1892. 

THE SCIENTIFIC ALLIANCE. 

THE Ecientific Alliance of New Yorlr was organized in 

March, 1891. I t  consists a t  present in a union of six soci- 

eties engaged in the promotion of scientific research. I t  is 

probable that this number will soon be increased to eight, 

and it is hoped that it may ultimately extend to a t  least ten. 

Membership in the Alliance is not confined to societies in 

New York City, but may include those in the neighbor*liood. 

The societies now composing the Alliance,-naming them 

in the order of their foundation,-are as follows: 1. The 
New York Academy of Sciences, 2. The Torrey Botanical 

Club, 3. The New York Microscopical Society, 4. The Lin- 

nean Society of New Yorlr, 5. The New Yorlr Mineralogical 

Club, 6. The New York Mathematical Society. 
The societies do not in any way sink their individuality or 

surrender any part of the management of their own affairs. 
Their union is merely in the way of co operation for the 

advancement of science and for mutual encouragement, car- 

ried out through a ceiitral representative body, known as 
the Council, having advisory powers only. The Council is 

made up of the president, ex-oficio, and two other delegates 

from each society. 

A monthly bulletin is issued under the autl~ori ty of the 

Council, announcing the proposed proceedings of all the so- 

cieties, and a copy of this bulletin is sent to every member. 

The bulletin contains an invitation to  the members to attend 

the meetings of all the societies. 

The Council issues a n  annual directory, containing the 

names and addresses of all the resident members of the soci- 
eties, as well as general information as to the character and 

purposes of the several organizations. I t  is proposed to issue 

also a brief annual report of the work done by the societies 

as  a whole. The first directory published by the Council 
(that for 1891) contained 499 names. That for 1892 will 

contain a considerably larger number, as the membership 

of the societies has increased materially during the past 

year. 
The New York Academy of Sciences was chartered as The 

Lyceum of Natural History, April 20, 1818. I t  was reorgan- 

ized under its present name Feb. 21, 1876. I t  has a total 

membership of about 550, of which nearly one-half are resi- 
dent mernbers and fellows. I t  holds weekly meetings, on 

Monday evenings, from October to June. One evening of 

each month is devoted to a popular lecture. There are spe- 

cial sections of mineralogy and astronomy. Its place of 

meeting is now a t  Columbia College. The Academy pub- 

lishesboth Annals and Transactions. The Lyceum of Natural 

History was the owner of a building and a valuable scientific 

collection, which were destroyed by fire. The Academy 

possesses a library of between 10,000 and 12,000 volumes, 
which is being continually augmented by periodicals and 

Proceedings of kindred societies received in exchange for its 

own publications. This is an  exceedingly important collec- 

tion of scientific works, containing sets of the Proceedings of 

foreign bodies not to be found in any  other library in New 
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York, and in some cases not elsewhere in this country. A t  
present the boolrs are deposited in the librery-building of 

Columbia College, but they may be withdrawn at any time. 

The Torrey Botanical Club mas incorporated April 21, 1871. 

I t  has a total membe~ship of nearly 300, of which about one- 

,half are resident members. I t  holds uleetings twice a month, 

at Coluunbia College, and field-meetitlgs every Saturday from 

April to November. I t  publishes a Bulletin and hfemoirs. 

I t  has an herbarium of nearly 20,000 specimens. I ts  botani- 

cal llbrarg is incorporated wit11 that of Columbia College. I1 

consists of periodicals and Proceedings of other sc ien~~f ic  so-

cieties, ob ta i~~ed  by the exchange of publicat~ons, which are, 

for the most part, dnplicated i11 the library of the Academy 

of Sciences. 

The New York Microscopical Society was incorporated in 

1877. I t  has a total membership of about 100, of whom 

some 75 are active members. I ts  mee t~ r~gs  aare held t w ~ c e  

month, at the Mott Memorial Library, No. 64 Madison Are-  

nue. I t  publishes a quarterly journal. I ts  library consists 

of about 2,000 volumes, and is deposited a t  its place of meet- 

ing. I t  has also a collection of a b ~ u t  6,000 microscopical 

specimens. 

The Linnean Society of New York was organized March 7, 

1878. I t  has a membership of 85, of which about half are 

resident members. I ts  meetings are held twice a month, a t  

the American Museum of Natural History. I t  publishes 

Transactions and an Abstract of Proceedings. I t  has a library 

consisting of exchanges from publications. 

The New Yorlr Rfineralogical Club was organized in 1887. 

I t  has a memberihip of about 60. I t  holds monthly meetings 

a t  various places. I t  owns the Chamberlain collection of 

New York Island minerals, which is deposited temporarily, 

with other strictly local minerals, in the An~erican Museum 

of Natural History. 

The New York Mathematical Society was oi~ganized Nov. 

24, 1888. I t  has a membership of over 200, including almost 

every mathematician of note in America, and some residing 

abroad. Its local membership is about 35. I t  publishes a 

monthly Bulletin. 
I t  will be seen from the foregoing summary that all of t h e  

societies included in the Alliance occupy only temporary 

quarters, and that their libraries and collections are widely 

scattered. I t  will be observed, however, that the latter a re  
of sufficient size and importance to make a very creditable 

sppearance if they could all be gathered in a single suitable 

place. I t  is confidently believed that the total amount of 

original scientific work brought out by the meetings of these 

societies is as great as that accon~plished in any other city in 

America. Under proper conditions, however, the societies 
might not only become more helpful to one another, but  

might confer a greater benefit upon the community a t  large, 
by carrying on lines of work which they are now compelled 

to neglect from want of room and facilities. For  example, 
all attempts a t  exciting popular interest in scientific subjects 
is now confined to a course of seven or eight lectures during 

the year, carried on by but one of the societies, when, i n  
fact, if the Alliallce were placed in possession of the neces-

sary building and appliances, there is no  reason why it 
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might not exert the same educational influence in New York 

as  is put forth by the Royal Institution of Great Britain 

in  London, in which a course of as many as eighty lectures 

of more or less popular interest has been given in a single 

season. 

The brief experience which the Scientific Alliance has 

already had has convi~iced the members that a still closer 

union of the societies is necessary to the most effective ac-

complishment of their purpose, and this feeling has taken 

the form of an earnest movement for obtaining a permanent 

building as a home for all the societies. A building commit- 

tee was appainted in October last, and has held several nieet- 

ings and done much towards developing plans for the accom- 

plishment of the object mentioned. 

I n  the main these plans embrace the idea of the erection 

of a building, in the central part of the c'ity, large enough 

to afford each society rooms for its ordinary nleetiags, for its 

library and collect~ons, as well as facilities for research, and 

also to contain a lecture-hall, capable of seating twelve 

hundred people, to be used by all the societies in their public 

work. lit is part of the aim af the Counc~l  to obtain, ulti- 

mately, i f  uot a t  once, i n  connection with the proposed build- 

ing, a fund for its maintenance and for the endowment of 

original research and publication. 

I t  is hoped and believed that a t  this time, when public 

spirit appears to be undergoing a revival in New York, and 

numerous worthy objects are receiving generous aid and es- 

tablishment by men of wealth, the cause of science will not 

be overlooked or neglected. Music and other fine arts and 

,various charities have recently received munificent assistance 

in the very direction in  cvhich the Alliance is looking for 

aid,- namely, the erection of buildings suited to their par- 

ticular needs,-and it seems reasonable to think that the 

man, or men, will soon be found with sufficient appreciation 

of scientiiic research, for both its educational and its prac- 

tical value, to place it in a positiou as solid and substantial 

as that now likely to be occupied by the fine arts and by 

organized benevolence. 

ACTINISM, 

ON studying the nature of the action of the blue, or  rather 

the violet, ray of the spectrum, it appears to me to be a mis- 

nomer to refer to it as cheniical. The absorption of heat 

attends chemicd decomposition, and on the other hand the 

disengagement of heat is the accompaniment of chemical 
combination. W e  read in Professor Wurtz's excellent treatme 

on "The Atomic Theory :" " I t  is heat which sets the atonis 

i n  motion; they have absorbed heat in separating from each 

other, since the rupture of the molecular equilibrium which 

rnarks the end of the state of combination has required the 
consumption of a certain quantity of heat. The heat thus 

absorbed has restored to the atoms the energy which they 

possessed before combination, and which represents aEinity. 

This heat is lost again whenever the atoms, passing into the 

sphere of action of other atoms, fix the latter in some manner 

or are fixed by them so as to form new systems of equi-

librium -that is, new molecules -in which henceforth 

their vibration and motion are preserved. This action is 

reciprocal." If with this we compare what takes place in 

the so-called chemical action of the violet ray, we find a 

great ditrewxce. Tlie latter process is usually referred to as 

onc cf i : ,~con~posit~onand not of combinat~on, and, in fact, 

plio50graphy is based on the property possessed by light of 

deconlposing chemical compounds by its reducing action. 
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I t  is true that this decomposition is supposed to be attended 

with certain chemical changes, as is the case also with the 

decomposition of amyl and other vapors in Dr. Tyndall's 

very interesting experiments in cloud making, although there 

appears to he some doubt as to the nature of the changes. 

Moreover, in the action of the violet ray on a. mixture of 

chlorine and hydrogen gases the forlvntion of hydrochloric 

acid vould seem to be due to the operation of chemical affin- 

ity. Nevertheless, when we consider the analogy between 

this case and that of the formation of water by the passage 

of a current of electricity through a mixture of oxygen and 

hydrogen gases, a question may be raised as to whether the 

former is due to strictly chemical action. The phenomenon 

of electrolysis, in which the electric current deco~nposes a 

molecular compound, is, moreover, analogous to that of the 

decomposition of chemical compounds by the actinic action 

of the violet ray. The latter phenoineilon answers to the 

decomposing action of heat, and the loriner to the combina- 

tion of elements w1iicE1 attends chenlical action; but they are 

not t,Ele same. This is evident from the fact that, while in 

the one case the combination precedes the discharge of 

heat on which deconlpositioii depends, in the other case it 

follows deconiposition. 

Nevertheless, in all cases actinic action would seem to be 

attended with the aggregation of a t  least one element of the 

decon~posed cliemical coinpouncl. Thus, when on the ex-

posure of chloride of silver to the action of light the chlorine 

is expelled, the silver i : ~  precipitated. The result depends on 

the instability of the equilibrium of chemical combination in 

the presence of certain light-rays, and it is thought that all 

substances are thus more or less affected by light. I t  is 

found that the red rays are chemically inactive, and of the 

others the abswbed rays are those which bring about the de- 

com]?osition which is the basis of actinic action. The liquid 

nitrile of amyl allows the transnlission of the yellow rays, 

and Dr. Tyridall states that the blue rays, as complementary 

to the yellow, are absorbed, and therefore that they produce 

the " chemical" effect. As a fact, however, the complemen- 

tary of yellow is violet, and the greatest actinic action is in 

the violet ray, and it extends far beyond into the invisible 

rays. This in itself \vould seem to prove that actinisn~ is not 

cheniical action, as the intimate relation between this force 

and heat would lead us to expect the association of chemical 

action with rays toivards the red end of the spectrum. The 

vibrations of heat are a ton~ic  and not molecular, and possibly 

this fact may have influenced Dr. Tyndall in his opinion 

that the absorption of the actinic rags occurs in the main 

within the molecule, and are not the act of the molecule as 

a whole. There is no reason, however, why the absorption 

should not be of the whole molecular mass; that  is, of the 

body of tnoleculcs that make up the mass, just as t,he absorp- 

tion of heat is that of the atoms which malre up the mole- 

cule. 

Here would seem to be the real explanation of the phe- 

nomena of actiaism, which is a distinct power of light due 

to its activity as a molar energy, just as heat is an a t o m ~ c  

energy. The combination ~vhicll folloi~rs the decomposition 

effected by actinic action has a similar relation to chemical 

combination. The latter is atomic, whereas t11e former is 

molar, as it affects the mass, and this through its molecules 

and not through the atoms of which these are composed. 

From t,he fact that the electric light contains a large propor- 

tion of actinic rays, and that the electric spark in rarified air 

is diffused and of a violet color, it might be supposed that 

actinisrn is only a phase of electricity. That they are closely 
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related we may judge by what  was said above, but there a re  

reasons for believing them to differ from each other as  they 
both differ from heat, although a l l  alilre are  forms of energy. 

Actinic absorption, like coloric absorption, is attended with 

decomposition, bu t  so fa r  as  the former is attended with o r  

followed b y  a n  aggregation or  combination of elements, as  

wit11 chemical affinity, i t  is also a force, b u t  molar rather 

than molecular o r  atomic. I n  distinguishing between these 

forms of matter, I adopt the  principle laid down by Mr. 
Gran t  Allen, although not all the applications he niakes of 

ogy a t  the instance of the  writer. A suite of rooms, of which 
the accompanying cu t  gives the dimensions and  arrange-

ment ,  was set apart  for the use of this department. The  
laboratory is located a t  the  west end of the  restored Univer- 

sity College building on  the first (no t  the  ground) floor. It 
is  isolated entirely from the general work of the building, 

being over the rooms of the physical department. The rooms 
have light exposure from three sides. The room which i s  
used for students' demonstration and  practical work (I.  i n  

the  plan) is cut  off f rom the research rooms, thus making  

A, A, A, Windows 

I.  Demonstrating-room and work-room for  undergraduates. G;. Work-table; E. Book-cases; K. Black-
board; I?. Demonstration.table; e'. Students 'entrance; e .  Professor's entrance. 

11.  Research-room. M, N. Work-tables; B, C. Lockers, movable incandescent lights; I. Chart-case, 

movable tables; &. Instrument-cases. 
111.  Professor's Research-room. 0. Work.table; D. Book.cases; H. Closet for tools, &c ; L. Movable 

incandescent light, lockers; S. Writing-desk. 
IV. Dark-room. W. Sink; V. Vestibule; P. Incandescent light. 
V. Private hall. X. Stairs; e. Professor's entrance; Y. Instrument-cases. 

them, and I believe that i n  the recognition of the t ruth of interruptions to the latter from noise, etc., unlikely. For 

those principles will be found the  solution of many  scientific the same reason, the  central h a l l  is laid with cocoa matting. 

problems. C. STANILAND The work-tables of the research rooms (11. and 111.) get l i g h t  WAKE. 
from the  east, south, and  west, a variety which is of great  

T H E  PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORY I N  T H E  UNI- value, especially a s  the  east exposure (Room 111.) h a s  re-
flected light from the walls of the  main building (this is a l so

VERSITY O F  TORONTO.' 
par t ly  the  case with the  light from the west windows, Rooms 

INthe spring of 1891 a n  appropriation of $1,100 was made I. a n d  11.). The r o o n ~ s  a r e  artificially lighted by  combina- 
for the equipment of a laboratory for  experimental psychol- tion gas and  electric chandeliers f rom the ceilings, and  h a v e  

1 The accompanying plan is published a t  the suggestion 'of several psy- besides movable incandescent lamps over the  work-tables. 
chologists who have borrowed and examined it; it i3 thought that; the details The dark room is also furnished with incandescent lights. 
may be of use to professors, boards, or trustees who a re  contemplating the 
providing of laboratories. The floors throughout a re  carefully laid i n  hard wood. T h e  
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work-tables a re  braced diagonally from the walls by iron 

rods. The rooms a re  heated b y  steam radiators. The walls 

a n d  ceilings a re  finislied i n  dul l  white and the ~voodwork i n  

d a r k  walnut,  colors being avoided i n  order to keep the  

physiological conditions of sighL normal. Natural and  col- 

ored light can be let into the dark room through the south 

wall. The central hai l  is lighted through glass panels in  

t h e  tloors. 

The fittings of the laboratory have  cost about $150 -a  

g r a n t  additional to the appropriation of $1,100 for instru- 

ments. This does not include, however, the arrangeaients 

fo r  lighting, heating, and the special flooring. I t  is probable 

tha t  the  cost would be slightly more in  the United States. 

Of the original amount  appropriated, moreover, $300 is a n  

a n n u a l  allowance for the maintenance of the laboratory. 

T h e  writer hopes, also, to have soon a paid assistant, who 

will be constantly a t  ivork i n  tlie rooms. 

The laboratory will, i t  is hoped, serve two main purposes: 

First,  i t  is used to illustrate tlie undergraduate courses 

i r l  psychology i n  the university; and,  second, it  is designed 

to serve as  a centre for  advanced research i n  the new lines 

of  experin~ental  work. Being the only foundation of the kind 

i n  Canada,' i t  will represent what we are doing i n  this l ine 

i n  the Dominion. The Department of Education of Ontario 

undertakes with great liberality to publish the researches of 

students who d o  work of real melit ,  and to distribute them 

generously. Publications issued from other such centres 

everywhere will be received i n  return with much gratitude; 

a n d  new ideas in  matters of technique, arrangement, etc., 

especially detailed notices of new pieces of apparatus. re-

prints f rom the journals, and announcements of new discov- 

eries, will be welcome. J. MARK BALDWIN. 

NOTES AND NEWS. 

AT a meeting of the Royal Geographical Society 011 Feb. 23, 
Mr. Theodore Eent read before a large audieuce a paper on his 
recont exploration among the Zimbabwe and other ruins. The 
paper, sajs  ATatzcre, was one of great interest. Mr. Bent said 
that,  with his wife and Mr. Robert Swan, he went to IvIashonaland 
primarily to examine the ruins of the Great Zimbabwe. These 
ruins, so named to distinguish them from the numerous minor 
Zimhabwes scattered over the country, were situated in south 
latitude 20Q 16' YO", and east longitude 31' 10' lo", a t  an eleva- 
tion of 3,300 feet above the sea-level, and formed the capital of a 
long series of such ruins stretching up the whole length of the 
west side of the SaF= River. They covered a vast area of ground, 
and consisted of the large circulilr building on a gentle rise with 
anetworlr of inferior buildings extending ~ n t o  the valley below, 
and tlie labyrinthine fortress on the hill, about 400 feet above, 
naturally protected by huge granite bowlders and a precipice run- 
ning round a considerable portion of it Nr. Bent gave a minute 
description of the ruins, drawing attention to evidence that their 
ancient inhabitants n ~ u s t  have been given to the grosser forms of 
ndli; e worship. Perhaps the most interesting of their finds in 
one poltion were those in connection with the manufacture of 
gold. Mr. Bent held that the ruins and the things in them were 
not i o  any way connected with any known African race; the ob- 
jects of art anti the special cult were foreign to the country alto- 
gether, where thc only recog~~ized torm of lel~gion was, and had 
been since the da j s  when the early Portugues~ explorers pene- 
trated into it and 821 Masoudi wrote, that of ancestor wolship. It  
was also obrious that the ruins former1 a garrison for the protec- 
tion of a gold-producing race in remote antiquity. So we must 
look around for such a race outside the limits of Africa, and it 
was in Arabia that we found the object of our search. All 
ancient authorities speak of Arabian gold In terms of extravagant 
praise. Little, if any, gold came ftom Arabia itself; and here in 

' The Urst in the British Dominion as far  as my iuEormatlon goes. 

Africa golcl was produced in large quantities, both from alluvial 
and frorn quartz, from the remotest ages. A cult practised in 
Arabia in early times was also practised here; hence there was 
little room for doubt that the builders and workers of the Great 
Zimbabwe came from the Arabian peninsula, He had no hesi- 
tation in assigning this enterpr~se to Arabian origin, and to a pre- 
I\Iahommedan period. 

-The United States Hydrographic Office makes a report of the 
magnetic storm of Feb. 13-14, 1899, as recorJed bp the self-regis- 
tering magnetic instruments of the United States Naval Observa. 
tory, Washington, D.C. These records of this unusually severe 
nlaynetic storm are of especial Interest as occurring a t  the same 
time as the fine displays of aurorse and the appearance of a large 
gronp of sun spots. The magnetic storm conlmenced s~~ddenly  a t  
12.40 A.M. (73th meridian time). Feb. 13, with a movement of the 
north end of the declination magnet to the westmarc1 and a rapid 
increase in the horizontal and decrease in the vertical components 
of the earth's magnetic force. The north end of the declination 
magnet remained to the westward of its normal position until 
10.30 A.M, when it crossed to the eastward, all the time oscillating 
violently, and did not return to its normal position until 8 P.M. of 
the 13th, after which it kept oscillatiog on each side of its mean 
position until the end of the stolm. I t  registered a change of di-
rection of 1; O .  The first increase in the liorizontal force was fol- 
lo~red  by a lapid decrease, the force falling to much less than its 
usual strength, with rapid changes. Its change (luring the storm 
was 2%per cent of its mean strength. The vertical force decreased 
so much that the sensitive balanced magnet used to record it was 
upset at 8 p.ar. of the 13th, and ~ t s  further record lost. The aurorB 
were seen at  Washington at  about 2 A.N. and 7.30 P.N. of the 13t11, 
the latter time being marked by an unusually disturbed condition 
of the magnets. 

-The usual monthly meeting of the R o ~ a l  Ivleteorological So- 
ciety was held on Wednesday evening, the 17th of February. A 

paper on "The Untenatlility of an Atmospheric Hypothesis of 
Epidemics" was read by the Hon. Rollo Russell. The author is 
of opinion that no kind of epidemic or plague is conveyed by the 
general atmosphere, but that all epidemics are caused by human 
conditions and communications capable of control. In this paper 
he investigates the manner of the propagation of influenza, and 
gives the dates of the outbreaks in 1890 a t  a large number of 
islands and other places in various parts of the world. Mr. Russell 
sajs  that there is no definite or known atmospheric quality or 
movement on which the hypotbesls of atmospheric conveyance can 
rest, and when closely approached it is found to be no more availa- 
ble than a phantom. Neither loner nor upper currents have ever 
taken a year to cross Europe from east to west, or adjusted their 
progress to the varying rate of human intercourse. Like other 
maladies of high infective capacitv, influenza has spread most 
easily, other things being equal. in cold, calm meather, when ven- 
tilation in houses and railway cars is a t  a minimum, and when 
perhaps the breathing organs are most open to attack. Rut large 
and rapiJ communications seem to be of much more importance 
than mere climatic conditions. Across frozen and snow-covered 
countries and tropical regions it is conveyed at a speed correspond- 
ing, not with the movements of the atmosphere, but with the 
movements of l~opulation and me~chandise. Its indifference to 
soil and air, apsrt from human habits depending on these, seems 
to eliminate all considerations of outside natural surroundings, 
and to leave only personal infectivcness, with all which this irn- 
plies of subtle transmission, to account for its propagation. ,'The 
O~ig in  of Influenza Epidemics" wa3 the title of a paper by. Mr. H. 
Harries. The autbor has macle a n  investigation into the facts 
connected with the great eruption of Krakatoa in 1883, and the 
atmospheric phenomena ~vhich were the direct outcome of that 
catastrophe. He has come to the conclusion that the dust dcrivecl 

from the interior of the earth may be considered the principal 
factor concerned in the propagation of the recent influenza epi- 
demics, an$ that, as this volcanic dust invaded the lower levels 
of the atmoqphere, so a peculiar form of sickness assailed man and 
beast. A ',Report on the Phenological Observations for 1891" 
was made by Mr. E. Hau~ley. This report differs in many respects 
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f r o n ~  the previous reports on the same subject. Among other 
changes, the number of plants, eto., selected for observation has 
be2n greatly reduced, while the number of observers has consid- 
erablv increased. The winter of 1890-91 proved in England very 
destructive to the root crops, as well as to green vegetables and 

tender shrubs. Birds also suffered severely. In Scotland and 
Ireland, however, there was scarcely any severe weather nntil 
March. The flowering of wild plants was greatly retarded by cold 
in  the spring, but during the summer the departures ironi the 
average mere not so great. The harvest was late and its ingather- 

ing much interfered with by stormy weather. 

-Recent experiments by i\Iess~s. W. Thomson and F. Lewis on 
the action of metals on india-rubber, according lo E?zgineering,show 
that that of copper is the most deleterious. Platinum, palladiam, 
alutnin~um, and lead act only very slightly, while magnesium, 
zinc, cadmium, cobalt, nickel, iron, chromium, t ~ n ,  arsenic, anti- 
mony, bismuth, silver and gold have no action whatever on this 

material. Of metallic salts, those of copper are \ e r  destructive, 
but nitrate of silver, manganese oxide, and several less common 
salts are equally so. The nitrates of iron, sodium, uranium, and 
amrnonia have also a deleterious action, though less pronounced 
than in the case of the salts previously mentioned. 

-At the anniversary of the British Geological Society, held on 
the 19th of February, the retiring president, Sir Arcbihald Cdeilrie, 
gave the annual address, which was devoted to a continuation of 
tile bllbject treated of by him last year. He now dealt, according 
to Rratzcre, with the history of volcanic actlon in this country 
from the close of the Silurian period up to older Tertiary 
time. The remarkable t olcanic outbursts that toolr place in the 
great lakes of the Lower Old Red Sandstone were first desrlribecl. 
From different vents over ceutral Scotland, pl~les of lava and tuff, 
much thicker than the height of Veeuvius, weie accumulatet3, 
and their remains now form the moat confpicuous hill-ranges of 
that district. I t  was shown how the subterranean activity grad- 
uaIlv lessened and died out, with only a slight revival in tlie far 
north during the titne of Ihe Upper Old Red Sandstone, and how 
it broke out again with great vigor at the beginning of the Car- 
boniferous period. Sir Archihald pointed out that the Carbonif- 
erous volcanoes belonged to t \ ~ ~ o  distinct types and two separate 
epochs of eruption. The earlier series produced er1en;ive subma- 
rine lava-sheets, the remains of which now rise as brcail terraced 
plateaux over parts of the lowlands of Scotland, Thp later series 
manifested itself chiefly in the formation of numtrous cones of 
ashes, like the pz~ysof Aurergne, which were dotted over the 
lagoons and shadlow teas in central Scotland. Derbjshire, Devon- 
shire, and the south-west o f  Ireland. After a long quiescence, 
volcanic action once more reappeared in the Permian period ; and 
numerous small vents were opeueil in Fife and Agrahire, and far 
to the south in Devonshire. With these eruptions thelnng record 
of Palzozoic volranic adivity closed. No trace has yet heen dis- 
covered of any volcanic rocks intercalated atuong the Secondary 
formations of this country, so that the whole of the vast interval 
of the Mesozoic period was a prolonged time of yciiescence at last 
when the soft clays and sands of the Lower Tertiary de-
posits of the south-past of England began to be laid down, a stu-
dendous series of fissures 11 as opened across the greater part of 

Scotland, the north of England, and the north of Ireland Into 
these fissures lava lose, forming a notable*systen~ ot parallel dykes. 
Along the great hollow tlom Antrim northwards between the 
outer Hebrides ant3 the nlainland of Scotland, the lava flowed out 
at the surface and formed the ~iell-lmown basaltic plateaux of 
that region. Tlie address conclurled with a sunlnlary of the more 
important facts ill Biitisl~ oolca~~ic historj bearing on t h e  inr esti- 
gation of the nature of volcanic action. Among these Sir Archi- 
baid laid special stress on tlhe er irlence for volcanic perLods, during 
each of which there was a gradual change of the internal magma 
from a basic to an acid condition and he pointed out honl this 
cycle had bern repeated again and again even within the same 
limited area of eruptton In conclusion, he dwelt on the segre- 
gation of minerals in large eruptive masses, and indicated the im- 
portance of this fact in the in~estigation, not only of the constitu- 
tion and changes of the volcanic magma, but also of the ancient 

gneisses where what appear to be original structures have not yet 
been effaced. 

-Dr. L. Swift of Rochester, N.Y., discovered a bright comet 
on the morning of March 6. The object is in R.A. 18 h. 59 m., 
Dec. south 31° 20'. I t  is moving easterly. 

-As bearing on the vital question of the exhaustion of the 
coal resources of Belgiuni Engi~zeeringstates that, while the aver- 
age depth of the French coal mines is 1,056 feet, the average 

depth in Hainaut is 1773 feet; that in the ;\Ions Basin there is a 
pit non7 being worked of 2,988 feet in deptli, and another un-
worked pit in the same district of 3,801 feet; while in April last 
it was reported that in a Borinage pit, known as "Sainte H~nr ie t te  
des protluits," a t  Flbnu, a rich seam of coal had been discovered 
at  the extraordinary depth of 4,120 feet. Theee figures tend to 
show that Belgium is rapidly exhausting the creatn of the coal 
resources" of the country -that is, coal found within 2,000 feet 
of the surface. 

- A. Coppen Jones, writing from Davos Platz, Switzerland, to 
n'atzcre, says: '-In 1889 a French naval surgeon, RI. Ledantec, 
published in the Annales de Z'li~stitut Pasteu?. the result of some 
investigations he 11ad made into the nature of the arrow poison of 
the natives of the New Hebrides. Wounds from these arrows 
give rise, as is well known, to tetanus, and P/I. Ledantec was able, 
by the subcutaneous injection of the scraped off poison, to Bill 
guinea-pigs under typical tetanic symptonie. He learnt from a 
Kanaka that they are prepared by smearing the arrow-heads 
(which are made of human bone) first wilh tree gum and then 
with mud from a swamp, which mud he found to contain num- 
bers of Nicolaier's tetanus bacillus. As far as I am aware, this 
has been recorded only of the natives of the New Hebrides and 
some of the neighboring groups (the arrow poison of Stanley's 
dwarfs is certainly not the same), and I was therefore much in- 
terested some days ago by coming accidentally upon an old record 
which seems to show that the natives of the Cape Verd coast were 
accustomed, more than three hundred years ago, to get rid of 
their enernies in a similar manner. In Halrluyt's "Voyager's 
Tales," published in 1589 (I lefer to the little reprint edited in 
1889 by Henry Morley), is the narrative of one Miles Phillips, in 
which occurs the following passage: 'Upon the 18th day of the 
same rnontli (November, 1567) we came to a n  anchor upon the 
coact of Africa at Cape Verde, in twelve fathoms of water, and 
here our General landed cel tain of our men, to the number of 160 
or thereabouts, seeking to take some negroes. And they, going 
up into the country for the space of six miles, were encountered 
with a great number of negroes, who with their env~nomed arrows 
dirl hurt a great number of our men, so that they were enforced to 
retire to the ships, in which contesl they recovered but a few 
negroes; and of tI1e.e our men which were hurt ~v i th  their en- 
venomed amors. there died to the number of seven or eight in a 
very strange manner, with their mouths shut, so that we were 
forced to put stirks and other things into their mouths to keep 
them open.' In the language of rr~odern medicine, they suc-
cumbed to tetanus traumaticus. The voyagers left the coast soon 

after, and there is no further mentlon of the natives or of the 
mounded. There is, of course, no proof that the arrows were 
poisoner1 with mud or earth, hut the prohabil~tg is considerable. 
Tlie chief interest lie$ in the age of the record, which forms in 
some manner a pendant to the researches of 81. Bossar~o(Comptes 
~elzdzcs,ln88), which showed the tetanus bac~llus to have a very 
wide distribution in space. It is a curious consideration that this 
and the other famous arrow poison, curare, both kill by their ac- 
tion on the \ oluntary muscles, the action ot one being tliametri- 
cally opposed to that of the other." 

-The Electrical Revieto, New York, the first electrical weekly 
published in this country, ibsued a decennial number dated Feb. 
20, 1892, in commemoration of its tenth birthday. The past dec 
ade of electrical progress is presented, and what may be expected 
in the future of this science is outlined. Articles specially con- 
tributed to this issne by leading electrical vrorkers :ippear. ~ i r h  
many portraits of interest. 
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CURRENT NOTES ON AXTHROPOLOGY. -I. 

[Edited by D. G. Byinton, XD.,LL.D.1 

Evolution of the  Human Skull .  

DR. PAULTOPINARDof Paris,  whose studies i n  physical 

anthropology place him in tlie front ranks of that  science, 

has  summed up  in a recent number of L'A?zthropologie the 

results of several years' iarestigations concerning the trans- 

formation of the animal  into the human skull. H e  demon- 

strates that  this change is brought about by the gradual de- 

velopment of the  brain, and the resulting mechanical 

pressure on  the hard parts adjacent. The pressure exerted 

by  the  enlarging hemispheres on tlie occipital bone is i n  a 

direction backwards and docvnrTards, so that  what is its su- 

perior surface i n  o rd inwy mammals becomes the posterior 

in  man ,  and its posterior face the inferior. The occipital 

foramen, instead of looking backwards, is i n  Inan turned 

downwards. The increase i n  size of the anterior lobes of the 

hemispheres brings about still greater changes in that portion 

of the cranium. The orbits are pressed from a lateral into a 

frontal position, the face, instead of being i n  front and ob- 

lique, becomes vertical, ancl below the f ro~l ta l  lobes; and 

numerous minor alterations i n  the anatonly of the parts are  

necessitated by these changes. It is easy to  arrange a per-
fectly graduated series of sknlls illustrating this development 

from the  losvest mammals u p  to man. Next to him are the 

monkeys, below tliese the leniures, and  then follow the infe- 
rior ~l lammals .  Everywhere the principle of harmonic ac-
commodatiol~ of organ to function is strikingly s t~owu.  h l -

though the  general statement of this evolution has been 

frequently advanced, i t  has never before received so complete 

a demonstration. 

Physical Types  in the  Natives of South  America. 

Theeffort has repeatedly been made to subdivide the na-

tive trlbes of South America o n  purely physical characters. 

It was attempted more than fifty years ago by Alcide D'Or- 
bigny, i n  his "LIHomme Americaiu;" but liis plan has not 

proved satisfactory. The latest scheme is tbat  of Dr. Deni- 

ker, who accompanied the French scientific expedition to 
Cape Horn.  H e  measured some eighty odd Yahgans, a 
tribe who live o n  the  southern shore of Tierra del Fuego. 

H e  found them of short stature, head large and mesocheph- 

alic, prominent superciliary ridges and malar  bones, fore- 

head, narrow, low, and retreating, eyes snlall and horizontal, 

orbits. medium, mouth large, lips thick, slight prognathism. 

O n  the strength of these measln0ements, Dr. Deniker has  

urged in various scientific publications that we find i n  the  

Yahgaris a "race " quite different from t l ~ e  Patagonians and  

allied to the Botocudos, the Coroados, and the Ayrnaras, a s  

well a s  to the ancient Lagoa Xauta peoples. This grouping, 
allowing tha t  it is anatomically accurate, serves to illustrate 

how useless is a n  ethnographic classification based on  small 

anatomical points. The Aymaras, Botocudos a n d  Yahgans  
a re  as  far  apart  in  language, culture and  character as a n y  

tribes which could be selected in S o ~ t h  America. More-

over, the Botucudos differ widely among themselves is phys- 

ical aspects, as Dr. P a u l  Ehrenreich has abundantly shown. 

I n  fine, it is high time to dismiss the anatomical subdivisions 

of the American race. and rely on  language as, after all ,  

when prucleiitly employed, our  best guide. 

Deniker's theories will probably attract the more attention 

by being brought into relation with the interesting recent 

discoveries by FLorentino Ameghino i n  the eocene beds of 
Patagonia. This eminent geologist has described, i n  a late 

number of the Revista -4rgentina de Historia Natural, t h e  

remains of four species of monkeys from what he believes t o  

be the l o ~ e r  eocene- which would place them far more re- 

rr~otethan a n y  found in Eurasia, the oldest there exhumed 

being from the middle miocene, Amegliino therefore claims 

Patagonia as  the  cradle af the first Primates and of the im-  

mediate precursors of Man. Nor does he  hesitate i n  this  

connection to add that  i n  his opinion the very oldest relics 

of man's activity have beer] found in the same district. 

\Ve must, however, temper this enthusiasm by some hesi- 

tancies. q 7 h e n  Ameghino assigns these beds to  the lower 
eocene, he  does so entirely on p a l ~ o n t o l o g i c  grounds. T h e  

more cautious geologists a re  getting to  rely less and  less o n  

these, and to deniand more and  more stratigraphic testi- 

mony. This is alone coiivinciug. The native fauna  of Aus- 

tralia to-day is much older in type than that  of Eurasia;  a n d  

similar instances n o  doubt elisted in  all ages of the  world's 

history. Rloreover, the reniains which A m e g h i ~ i o  describes 

are  strictly American in t jpe .  His  Anthropops perfectus, 

although i t  had its teeth disposed in a semicircle, as  in man ,  

had nevertheless thirty.six teeth, a s  had al l  the American 

monkeys, both recent and fossil. His  Homunculus Pata- 

gonicus was yet more Lemurian in  type. The evidence is  

f a r  from adequate, therefore. to  substantiate tlie dar ing  in- 

ductiuns which Arneghino draws from these finds. 

T h e  Question of the  Celts.  

The latest contribution to tlie vexed questioil of the ethno-  

graphic posl t~on of the Celts is from the pen of the veteran 
anthropologist of I3orin, Professor SchaafYhsuseu. I t  is pub- 

llshed In t h ~  Festschrijt zum Flrnfzigjuhrigen JubilBzcm 
des Vereins von Alterthz.~msfrezrnden i m  Rheinlande. I t  

incl~ldesa. careful revle fl of  the c lass~ca l  au thor i t~es  o n  t h e  

Colts and Gauls;  in which one is surprised to find a d e n i d  

that  the,  bauds who overran I ta ly in 393 B.C. were Celtic, 

Surely the title of their chiefs, brennus, " king," is evidence 
enough tha t  they spoke a Celtic dialect. The professor i s  

also sadly out  i n  attributing the North African blonds to 
immigration from Europe. The blond type is essentially 
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that  of t h e  Hamitic Berbers who have lived i n  the vales of  cal water where coi~vection is smallest, a n d  not over t r o p i ~ a l  

the Atlas frorri the remotest times. I n  attributing the meg- land,  where it  is greatest. 

alithic monuments of western Europe and northern Africa But  it  is sufficient for the present purpose t o  show that 

exclusively to  Celtic and Germanic peoples, he  proceeds be- heat is converted into motion in the process of evapwation;  

yond what archwologists have conceded. The difficult a n d  that  even if the force o r  energy which, i n  the form of 

problem of the conflicting physical types among the Celtic molar motion, is directly converted into heat by  resistance, 

nations - the  one short i n  stature, brachycephalic, and  cannot be directly reconverted from heat into molar motion, 

brown, t h e  other tall, dolichocephalic, and blond -he sum- there is in terrestrial nature a law of compensation which 

marily solves b y  supposing either a n  intermixture with other tends to convert a n y  surplus of dynamic heat into dynamic 

types o r  a change in mode of life and  climatic environnient. motion, and thus preserve the equilibrium which has beera 

The Celtic language he  places, as do now al l  leading lin- observed. 

guists, within the Aryan group and in that  category most Professor Tyndall has taught us  how to trace radiant en-

closely allied to  the  Italic stock. ergy f rom one body to another, and how the dark  or  heat  

The same topic is discussed very ably by  the French an- rays inay be concentrated into the more intense light rays, 

thropologist, Dr. R.Collignon, i n  one of the recent bulletins a f te r  they have left the body which sent them forth. And 

of the Soc16t6 d'Anthropologie. After selting forth i n  strong Faraday,  Joule, Mayer, Grove, and others have taught  us  

11ghts the embarrassing nature of the  evidence, he finally the law of conservation, by which we know that  this energy, 

leans to  Broca's opinion, that  the small, brown, brachyceph- when it disappears, is not annihilated, and  when i t  reappears 

alic Celts a re  a mixed type; while the true and primitive i t  is riot a new creation. W e  see its manifestation i n  mo-

type, which we may call the Kymric, was one of tall stat- tion, molar and  molecular; we feel it  i n  heat ,  we see it  i n  

ure, with reddish or  blond hair and dol~chocephalic crania. l ight and color, and  hear  it  i n  sound. The motion may 

A n  interesting portion of Dr. Collignon's memoir is where cease; light may be extinguished i n  darkness; colors may  

he  points out t h e  persistency of varlous physical types i n  fade, and sound give place t o  profound silence; but  the  en- 

portions of France  for n ~ a n y  centuries, even for thousands ergy or  force which caused a l l  these phenomena was the 

of years, a s  a n  examination of ancier~t  sepulchres has  s2me before they appeared as  during their continuance, a n d  

proved. its potential existence remaius after their disappearance with 

the saaic measurable units as when it  was dynamic, and  

MOTION A N D  HEAT.  
subject to observation. 

W h e n  the demon was cast ouh of the m a n  and  went into 
[Continued from p. 135.1 

the swine, and they ran into the sea, it mas the swine, and 
BUT nature has other means of compensation for  the molar not the demon, who were drowned. H e  doubtless passed 

motion converted into heat. Incalculable units of lieat en- out  into demon land, ready to again become dynamic when 
ergy are  stored u p  in vegetable and animal  organisms; and  occasion offers. 
i n  evaporation still Inore countless units of heat-energy a re  Th:s force, o r  energy, we a re  t rying to trace, while dy-
converted first into molecular, and then into rnolar n~ot ion ,  namic, can on ly  d o  so much work a t  one time. If i t  is en-
in its most terrific forms. tirely occupied i n  moving a mass, i t  cannot  d o  other me-

Evaporation and the  function i t  performs i n  the  economy chanical work; aud if entirely occupied i n  molecular motion 
of nature a re  as  yet  llttle understood. I t  appears to be a it cannot  elevate temperature, n o r  become radiant as  heat 
form of expansion, and, like expansion, it  increases ~ i t h  o r  hght .  And  when rendered entirely potential, as  when a 

elevation of temperature; but i t  does not stop when expan- ball thrown u p  is lodged on  the roof of a house, o r  when 
sion ceases, for it  is well known that  ice continues to evapo- heat becomes latent i n  liquefaction or  evaporation, o r  when 
rate  belofv zero C. the sun's energy is locked up in the molecular structure of 

It is undoubtedly the  great instrumentality for converting vegetable and animal  organisms. it can d o  n o  work a t  a l l  
heat into motion. I t  is constantly acting, and  i n  the  trade until  again rendered dynamic. I t s  power and  capacity when 
wind region eleven feet of the ocean's depth is annual ly released is identically the same, neither more nor less, than 
lifted up  and carried off b y  this silent process. Molecule by when i t  was !ocked up. This is t rue whether it was locked 
molecule the  aqueous vapor is torn from the liquid mass, up  as  motion or locked up as  heat. 
each one carrying or embodying so much heat and thus re- I t  has  always saemed to nle to be unfortunate a n d  mis-
ducing temperature; i n  other words, each molecule n~oved  leading that Professor Tyndal l  should have adopted "Heat  
in  evaporation furnishes work i n  the form of motion for so a Mode of Motion " as the title of the book i n  which he gives 
much of the  force or energy which was dynamic in  the form to the world a n  account of his great arid valuable researches 
of heat. in the delimitation of this force. Like the term " Mechani-

Rfolecular motion, evidenced by gaseous expansion i n  a cal Equivalent of Heat," it  results from mistaking the thing 
closed vessel, is governed by tbe general laws of nlotion; '  done for  the  thing doiug it, the effect for the cause. Heat  
and  it  seems incredible and  anomalous to  hold that the inert is not a moJe of motion, and  it would be just a s  inaccurate 
molecule moved i n  evaporation, which unites with its fel- to  call gravi ty a mode of weight, o r  magnetism a mode of  
lows a s  aqueous vapor, and  comes down again as  rain, is not pull, and  even less inaccurate to call motion a mode of heat, 
governed by the same laws of the motion which this force Motion and heat a re  forms or manifestations of the same 
or  energy, i n  the form of heat, imparts to i t  in  the  atmos- force or  energy, and  when radiant, as  heat and  light, it is  
phere. more nearly disconnected from ponderable matter than  whem 

If these laws o f  nlotion do apply to the motion imparted i t  assumes the form of molar o r  molecular motiori. 
b y  converted heat to evaporated molecules, we have a n  ori- Motion. In all  its forms, is the transference of material 
g in  for the trade minds fa r  rnore simple than the generally substance, ponderable o r  imponderable matter, f rom one 
supposed convection. The trade winds blow over the tropi- place or part of space to another;  i t  is the state of pondera-

1 '' Wolecular Motlon in the Radiometer," elc., p. 16. ble matter in  which the forces acting on it  a re  not in  equi- 
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Iibrium. R e s t  is the opposite of motion ; it is the  state nf 

matter in  vvhich the physical forces acting on i t  are i n  equi- 

librium; that  is w l ~ e n  the force impelling motion in a given 

direetioil is counteracted by a n  equivalent force in~pe l l ing  

motion i n  the  opposite direction ; or  is resisted by a suporior 

force. A stone res ts  on the surface of the earth because the 

force of gravity acting on  the stone is resisted by the  force 

of cohesion in solid matter ;  but the force continues although 

them is n o  (notion resulting from it. T l ~ e  stone s i n k s  in 

water, that  is, it inoves from the force of gravi tat ioi~ because 

the force of cohesion i n  the molecules of water is insuEcient  

t o  counteract the force impelling motion ; but wi:en the force 

of cohesion in the molecules is suffic~ieatly increased by con- 

gellation, the stone res ts  on  the surface of the ice. So a top 

spun rapidly res ts  on its peg, because the force giving it hori-

zontal motion counteracts the pull of gravity which causes 

it to fail when the  rotation ceases. 

Dl.. Mayer defines force as  " S o m e t ~ ~ i n gwhich is expended 

i n  producing inotiorl: and this something which is expended 

is to be looked upon as  a cause equivalent to the effect, 

aameiy to  the motion produced."' 

This is  obviously t@o narrow to include even dynamic en- 

el-yy. Two horses pulling a vehicle i n  opposite directions 

with the same force would produce n o  motion; divide the 

force by unhitching one of the horses, and the vehicle moves. 

Then, according to this definition. we have tile absurdity 

that  the  whole force is nothing, but half of it  is sometl~ing.  

ZP correct definition of phpsical force is t,ha,t it is some- 

thing producing the state of ponderable matter in  which it  is 

subject to  human observation. Whether  the state be one of 

motion o r  rest, hot o r  cold, solid, liquid, gaseous, colored, 

etc., i t  is the result of force. TVe only know physical force 

from its effects on  ponderable matter, and  we only know 

ponderable matter as  affected by force. 

The supposed difficulty i n  the  concept of a n  element in  

nature entirely distinct from, but  inseparably connected with, 

ponderable matte^. is eniirt:ly factitious. Tiale and space 

are  swell elements, entirely distinct from, and  inseparably 

related to, ponderable matter ;  and the concept of force as  

above defined is as absolute and imperative as the concept of 

time, the concept of space, o r  tbe concept of matte? itself. 

The progress of science in  tracing a force through its various 

manifestations, as  has  been done to some extent with gravity, 

coufisms the priulal concept of force which comes with the 

very dawn of intelligence. 

The still more abstract concept of law by which a n y  force 

3s what  it  is, is also primal, absolute, and inevitable in every 

11uman intelligence. 

Whether  a l l  ponderable matter is 'one as claimed by some 

philosophers, o r  whet l~er  a l l  force is one as  claimecl by other 

philosophers, are  speculations which, with our  present 

knowledge of these elements, a re  idle if not  miscl-~ievous. 

It is  undoubteclly from pltenomena resulting from the ap- 

parer~l;differences in l3onderable matter, and  the apparent 

differences i n  the forces acting on it ,  that  .real progress in  

unravelling nature has been made. 

W e  need a specific name for this force of cxhich inolar 

motion, molecular motion, heat, and light. are  mauifesta-

tions. There scenis to be n o  doubt that  positive electricity 

is also one of its forms. Electricity, like heat, is developed 

by friction ancl by chemical reaction; and  its mechanical 

equivalent, or,  rnore accurately, the electric equivalent of 

molar motion, doubtless is the same as the heat equivalent of 

molar motion, o r  differs from i t  by some law which will 

'LCorrelationa n d  Conservation cf Forces," D. Apple ion  & Co., 1600, p,  335. 

prove the identity of the force. Dr. Mayer suggested that  

whether friction, which of course is 'esisted molar motion, 

developed heat o r  electricity, depended on  the character of 

the substances w e d  in the friction, homogeneous substances 

developing heat ancl heterogeneous substances electricity. 

There appears 1.0 be n o  essential difference in the chemical 

reactions ~vhicl l  develop heat and those which develop elec- 

tricity; the tliffel-ence apparently being i n  the mode of ap-

plying the force or  energy aud the substances to which it is 

applied. 

Electricity passes from dynamic to potential under not 

precisely the same conditions as  heat, but  not more essen-

tially different tllan the conditions under  which motion 

passes ~I-OI-IIdynamic to potential, and  its dynamic power is 

exhausted in  doing work. This feature of electrical energy 

has been utilized b y  Mr. Hodges i n  his new lightning-rod, 

constructed of copper ribbon, so arranged that  the copper 

will be dissipated by the electric current.  

But  I must leave this bl-anch of the  subject to  those better 

ix~formed as t o  the phenomena. 

There may be still other forces, or rather forms of force, 

which m a y  be found to have  equivalence and mutual  con-

vertibility wit11 heat. It is equivalence and  mutual  conver- 

tibility whic l~  warrants t h e  assumption that  motion and heat 

are  phenomena resulting from, or, rnore accurately, are  

manifestatior~s of, the same force. 

I n  speaking of the  force itself, I have used the  expression 
1 ' force or energy " because these words have several inearl- 

ings, a n d  the sense i n  wllich they a re  syilonymous comes 

liearer the expression of the concept sought to be presented 

than  a n y  other phrase that  bas occurred to me. B u t  i t  would 

facilitate induction if we could call i t  l '  Ergic Force," o r  

"Ergism," o r  give it  some other specific designation to dis- 

tinguish it  from other forces, o r  force generally, including 

under the tern] '' Ergism " every manifestation of force fo r  

which a heat equivalent may be found. This name seems 

appropriate because it  suggests the  element in nature which 

is the basis of work I t  enables us  to grasp a concept of the 

force distinct from its manifestation i n  a n y  one of its forms;  

and if the delimitation itself is correct we carl class as 

"Aatergic " the forces, like cohesion, which have n o  heat 

equivaleat, but which, under certain conditions, render dy- 

namic "Ergism " potential. DANIELS. TROY. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. 

**, Correspondents are requested t o  be a s  brief a s  possible. The i?riter's n a m e  
i s  in a22 cases required a s  proof o f  good fa i th .  

O n  request i n  advance,  one l ~ u i ~ d r e d  copies of the number  conta in ing  his 
comm7c?~ication?ail1 ?e furn ishedfree  t o  arsy coi.resvondeut. 

The editor ?uzll he glad t o  publis?~ a n y  queries c o ? ~ s o ? ~ a n t  the cliaractrr tiiit?~ 
of the j o 7 ~ ~ ? 1 n l .  

Further Notes on the Loup and Plat te  Rivers. 

SEVERBI.>ears since it was my privilege to spend several weeks 
studying the peculiar drainage of central Nebraska. I have there- 
fore been much interested in the papers of Professor8 Hicks and 
D a ~ i sin recent nnrnhers of Sciexce. I trust I shall not be intrud- 
ing if I call attention, a t  this time, to a few additional facts which 
seem to have a bearing on the discussion. 

1. The streams north of the Platte, from Kearney to Fremont, 
have their coursea firbt quite regularly south-east, then, as they 
near the Platte, they turn to the east-north-east, adopting the 
direction of that stream. Not only is this true of thcLoup system, 
as Professor Hicks has \iTell shown, but also of Shell Creek ancl 
Maple Creek further east. 

2. There are dry chailnels, but little above the streams, connect- 
ing the Loup with Shell Creek, and Shell ('reel< with the Maple, 
which are known as Lo;t Creek and Dry Creek. These lie in the 
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saine east-north-east direction, and are clearly analogous with the 

lower course of the Loup, where it connects its various branches. 

It  seems not very improhahle that the channel mentioned by Pro- 

fessor Hicks as connecting the South Loup with Wood River may 

be of the same sort. 

3. The hills norbh of this compound channel, as it might be 

called, runnlng parallel w it11 the Platte, are of sinlilar height and 

structure to those south of the Platte, but the hills south of the 

same channel are more than 100 feet lower, and of different stmc- 

ture. Both are capped with yellow loam of almost the same 

texture, but underneath the former have a well defined stratum 

of northern driFt east of the meridian of Col~imbus, while the 

latter have but a faint trace of it mixed with deep stratified sand. 

These lover hills, moreover, ale less eroded, and are evidently an 

alluvian terrace formed since the deposition of the older drift and 

the Loess. This terrace is seventy to ninety feet above the Platte, 

east of Columbus, and is rnore sandy and lower further weqt. The 

ancient north bank approaches the present Plattc. again, near 
Josselyn. 

4. Corresponding in level to this high terrace, is an old channel 

c~ossing Sannders County along the valley of Sand Creek and in 

direct line with the upper course of the Maple East of this is an 

area of higher land between it and the Platte, which has been 

recognized as an "ancient island." I t  may be added, also, that 

this high terrace seems to be easily correlated n ith a lerrace of 

brafaage Map o f  Eastern Nebraska, 

similar height and structure, found a t  several points along the 

Missouri, which may be referred either to the 'LSecond Glacial 

Epoch" or to the time of the second cluster of moraines of that 

epoch. 

The subjoined map exhibits most of the points mentioned above, 

a s  well as some knowledge of the drainage, and indirectly of the 

topography of the surrounding region. 

These facts point strongly to the efficiency of the second influ- 

ence mentioned by Professor Hiclrs, riz. ,  ('Pliocene channel fill- 

ing," as the principal and sufficient reason for the peculiar arrange- 

ment of the Loup channels, rather than a secondary influence. 

This has been already pointed out by Professor Davis. The Loups 

did formerly flow through to the Platte, but a t  a titile when it or 

a portion of it occupied the north channel already described, and 

when it was tlowing on a level serenty-five to a hundred feet 

higher, relatirely, than a t  present, sornewhat as it.now occupies 

the channel north of Grand Island, and probably not long ago 

occupied a portion of Prairie Creek. The superabunilant sedi-

ment, the shifting of the Platte to the south in obedience to Ferrel's 

lam,-- padsibly reinforcetl by a tipping to the south, -and a deep- 

ening of its channel, which may have been partly due to a cutting -

through of a divide north of the ('ancient island " into the lower 

channel of the Elbhorn, which, again, may have been accelerated 

by the recent eastward tipping of the region, are sufficient causes 

to  explain the changes of the Platte, Loup, and associated streams 

since the disappearance of the waters which deposited the loess. 

The exceptional course of the Platte, however, from Kearney to 

Fremont, ~vhich we conceive was first taken about that time, re- 

mains unexplained. The causes which may be surnlised are the 
following: 1. The position of a depression in the bottorn of the 
Pliocene or Pleistocene lake, vhich may in some wag have been 

produced by unequal deposilion of its sediment, or the earlier un- 

equal ero3ion or deposition of the subjacent formations whose 

strike here is approximately north-east. 2. A slight fold in the 

plains a little south of this course of the Platte. Of such no dis- 

tinct trace has yet been found. There is a slight anticlinal axis 

crossing the Big Blue near Nilford, but it i~ probably quite limited 

in extent. 3. This course may perhaps he a survival of a time 

when this region was tipped toward the north-east, because of the 

burden of ice which then rested upon Iowa, Minnesota, and eastern 

Dakot'a. This is but a conjecture, against which several objections 

arise, which it is needless to express. 

I11 this connection, it may he helpful to call attention to a 

similar bend in the Arkansas ill central Kansas, and to note that 

in each case the exceptional direction is upon more recent beds 

near, and parallel to their junction with, the upper Carboniferous. 

This may be a straw which would inclicate that our first surmise 

may bave some truth in it. 

Concerning the efficiency of abstraction to change lines of super- 

ficial drainage. we may find considerable light from the study of 

this region. The remark of Professor Davis, that this rarely oc- 

curs where formations are nesrly horizontal, seems well supported. 

Such is the slope of tlie country, and the porosity of the deposits, 

that tlie hadwaters of the I3ig Blue rise a little below the level of 

the Platte adjacent, and the tributaries of Salt Creek rise below 

the level of tJhe Big Blue near b j ,  so that it is possihle that water 

may leave the Platte between Kearney and Columbus, pass into 

the Blue, be drawn off into Salt Creek, and return to the Platte 

through the latter stream. And yet I know of nu clear case of 

change of channel by abstraction in the whole region. The 

abundant sand, through the water flows underground, renders an 

open channel unnecessary. In fact, it may be argued that abnn- 

dant sand tends to prevent the formation of' superficial strea,ms, 

unless there be first a velocity of flow sufficient to carry the sand 

easily, which cannot occur unless the flow is coacentrated in some 

way. This is frequently noted in the sunken rivers of deserts. 

Possibly this may have had something to do with the exceptional 

course of the Platte before considered. Dunes form an ln~portant 

part of the divide between the Plattr and the Little Blue south of 

Kearneg. 

One wort1 further, regarding the comparative slopes of the Loup 

and Platte, to which Professor Hicks has called attention. Do 

we not find hele examples of the law that declivity vanes in- 

versely as the quantity of water, as po~nted out by Gilbert in his 

nlasterly paper on LLLandSculpture," in his report on the Henry 

Mountains? Although the Platte is ~ n u c h  the more important 

river, by the time it has reached Kearney it is much reduced by 

evaporation and abstraction; t h m ,  because of its shutting off its 

tributaries by its abundant sediment, as before noticed, it is so. 

reduced that it is often smaller than the Loup at  their junction, 

even sometimes ceasing to flow above the surface, as I have been 

informed, while the Loup flows with a good current. On the 

other hand, the Loup is not so much exposed to evaporation, and 

has nulnerous tributaries, which having more frequently cut 

through the sand stratum, and on the lower side of its sloping basin, 

are more apt to be fed by springs than lose water by seepage. 

J. E. TODD. 
Tabor, Iowa, Feb. 29. 

Estimates of Distance. 

BESIDES the rerg interesting inferences drawn by Blr. Bostwick 

from his experiment (Science, Feh. 2G, p. 118), one or t n o  others 

should be suggested, in the hope that thej  may lead to some fur- 

ther iavestigation. 

1. Is not an effect of fatigue shown in the eiglit or ten percent 

by which the a\  erage observer's " meaddeviation " from his own 

'' average " i~ increased when the last ten of his thirty estimates 

are compared with the firat ten? Should not this effect be great- 

et;t,- perhaps both appearing earliest and increasing most rapidly 
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with t l ~ e  number of observations made,- when the  observer is 

quite unt,rained; while good prerious mental  training in things 

more or less analogous to  those tested by the  experiment might 

enable the observer to utilize lsromptly the practice being got i n  

the  experiment itself, and so inigbt for a time overbalance the  

effect of fatigue? Thus,  in the present case, the deviation in- 

creased most with the  child A. L. I;.and one other person, and 

decreased most with the artist L. F.and one other, 'out the data  

are too few to be more than suggestive. I t  would eeem lhat fur- 

ther experiments upon the relation of fatigue, and of the effective 

practice got during each experiment, to previous training, etc., 

might be quite varied in  direction and have some educational in- 

terest; the best training. cceteris pnribzcs, being presumably that 

which best enables t11e trained to utilize fresh opportunities for 
training of a kind somewhat new to him. 

2. Tho probable error of an  estimated distance is: of course, 

some function of the distance and of other d a t a ;  but  tohut func-

tion of the distance, when the  other data remain, as far as may 

be, constant? 3Iay i t  not be com~nonly taken as sonie low power 

of the  distance whose exponent increases ~lom-ly with tlie dis- 

tance?  In  the present case tile ~ a t i o  of the two distancra tried is 

4.37 : 1 ;  and the  average odserrer's mean deviation in inches 

from the trutli. anil from his on7n average estiinate, respectively, 

are 2.69 and 2 56 times greater for the long distance than for tbe 

short;  so that the exponent liere ~011113 not he far fro111 8. 

J. E. OLIVER. 
Ithaca, W.P.,lllarch 5. 

W o r k  and its Relation t o  Gaseous Compression and E x -

pansion. 

IT is quite \yell known that the fundamental, and perhaps the 

n ~ o s timportant hypothesis in theoretical ~neteorology is this, tha t  

worli ix clone h j  air  in expanding, and that  heat is evolved when- 

ever air  is compressed. See "Recent Advances in  RIeteorology," 

p. 41. There is a most serious fallacy in th i j  theory, however, in 

that  i t  ignores the resistance against which the air expands, and 

consiclers that t !~e  mere diminut~on of the distance of the mole- 

cules of a gas. without the direct expenditure of external energy 

i n  changing this distance, can evolve heat. 

An illustration will serve t'o make thiv clear. Takc a cylinder 

one square foot in area and two feet high nit11 a piston a t  tlie top 

and the air  henea1,h it a t  atmospheric pressure. Place weights, 

pound by poulld upon the piston, allowiog all the heat developed 

to  escape into tbe ontsicle air. When we have added 2,160 poundc, 

the air  beneath will be cornpresued lo two atrnos1)llpres. Fasten 

the  piston and its load, and connect the cylinder with another 

holding 0116 cuhic font and containing air at  normal pressure. A n  
equilibrium will be quiclrly established and the pressure will be 

a t  1.5 atmospheres in  eacb cylinder. The potential energy re-

mains the same as before; no work has been done and therefore 

there has been no change in  temperature, except a plight chilling 

and heating due to the rush of the air f rom one into the  other. 

Return to the  cylinder with the air compressed to t?r-o atmos- 

pheres and ha r ing  the same temperature as the outside air. Take 

off the weight from the piston pound by pound, and the air  will 
gradual 'y expand, and in doing so will lift a weizht, thereby 

doing work which cools the  air very greatly, a,bout 50" 1". if the  

initial temperature was 60°. Instead of taking off t he  weight 

pound by pound, however, suppose the  whole 2.160 pounile had 

heen rernoved instantly. The only resishnce kept the air ~~zliich 

con~pressed has been entirely removed, and it is very evident that 

the air  would expand ni thout  doing any work, if we consider that 

the piston moves back slowly ; or, in other words, if we neglect the 

resistance of the air  t,o the rapid motion of the piston, and hence 

there would be only a very slight chilling, owing to the work of in)- 

parling a certain velocity to the particles rushing out. The same 

result would have been attained if we had fastened the piston and 

i t s  l o ~ d ,  ancl then had turned a stop-cock, allowing the air to es- 

cape into the atmospliert? without making a noise. 

I aui well aware  that  the ordinary interpretation of this illus- 

tration is  very different; for exaniplc, Tyndall, in his "Heat as a 

Mode of Motion," p. 64, in a somewhat similar discussion, says: 

"The gas in this experiment, executes work. I n  expanding i t  

has to overcome the downnlard pressure of the atmosphere, which 

amounts to 15 pounds on every square inch, and also the weight 

011 the piston itsell. It is just the  same as what it n-ould accoin- 

plish if the air  in the upper part of the cylinder were entilely 

abolished. and the piston had a w e ~ g h t  of 4,380 pounds " I do not 

see that this changes the aspect of the  case a t  all. Suppose that  

the  air r e r e  compressed to two atmospheres beneath the  piston, 

anJ  that that was loaded with 4,320 pounds, while a perfect l ac -  

unnl  existed in  the upper part of tlie cylinder, suppose thal  me 

suddenly renlove 2,160 pouncls from the  piston The piston, still 
h a ~ i n ga loacl of 2,160 pounrls, n~ould  fly to the  top of the  cylinder. 

How much worlr has tlie air done in expanding f rom two atnlos- 

pheres to one? None a t  all, I t  looks very nluch as t'hougl.1 the 
compressed air  must have lifted that weiglit, but a little reflection 

will show that  this is not the case. The best way to understand it, 
perhaps, -xoul,l be to th ink of the weight after i t  reached within 

.001 of an  inch of the top of tlie cylinder. Here is a weight of 2,160 

pouucls with the air  under i t  a t  atmospheric pressure; in one sense 

tlie air sustains the  tveigilt, bnt if the air  a t  atmospheric pressure 

sustains the weigllt a t  this point (the top of the cylinder), then the  

air  a t  the same pressure mr~ulcl have s ~ ~ s t a i n e d  i t  a t  the middlc of 

the  cylinder. In  other words, if we had allowed the cornpressed 

air to escape when the piston was a t  the centre of the  cylinder, 

still with its load of 2,160 pounrls and with a perfect vacuum 
above, there woultl have heen an  equilibrium, aud we could ha re  

pushed the weight up and down, allowing i t  to stand a t  any  point 

so long as the outside air had a communication with the  lower 
side of the piston. Doe3 not all this &how tliat the compressed 

air, considered by itself, clid not support any part of the weight a t  

the nliddle of the cylinJer, but was free to expand ~ r i t h o u t  lifting 

any weight or doing any work? 

We are strictly taught that  the old idea. b L n a t u r e  abhors s 

oacuotn," is not a t  all tenable; but if we lay aside strict analysis 

for a moment ancl resort to this view, I think i t  will make the  

sitnation plainer to us. To all intents and purposes, nhen  our  

piston loaded with 2,180 pounds had a perfect vacuum above i t ,  

\ve may say that  i t  was sustained by that vacuum, or, a t  least, tha t  

the compressed air had no1 I~ ing  to do in supporting i t  or in nloving 

it to the top of the racuuln.  This seems to be quite an  intricate 

problem, but a little reflection will show that the piston loaded to 

2,160 pounds, alrd having a perfect racurlnl above it, with a i r  

having free access to its wider side, is in precisely the condition 

it ~voulil be in if both cnds of the cylinder were ope11 to the  air 

and the piston r i t hou t  weight were located a t  any point in the  

cjlinder. En thin cave the pisLon may be pushed up and down 

without meeting any resistance except that  to the flow of the  

air. 
Consider now the ynestioa of heated air rising in the atmos- 

phele. We w a y  sirllplify the problem slightly by taking a bal- 
loon, having a n  infinitely flexible envelope and without weight. 

E m p t ~the balloon, and  tie the neck s s  tliat no a i r  can enter. It 
would require a pull of 15 pounds to the square inch to separate 

the sides of t he  balloon, owing to the pressure of the air. Incrrdi-

hle as i t  mag .;eem, this is the force which bheoretical meteorology 

has introduced into every discussion of thedynamical heating and 

cooling of the air, and gf the cooling and heating of massed of air  

as t h e j  a,scend or descend in  the atmosphere.-a force which i t  is 

110 exaggeration to say is a t  least 25,000 times as grcat as tha t  

really exerted or developed. Inflate the balloon one-third full  
with hydrogen gas. The work required to do this is that needed 

lo displace a volume of a i r  equal to the volume of gas wl~ichenters  

the balloon, or i t  woald be that  of lifting a n~eight  equal to 1.2 
ounces per cubic Coot half the height of the balloon. It will 

probably 1:e said that tile outside air helps in  this inflation, and I 
grant  that for argument's sake. 

Let the  neck of the balloon reinain open to  the o u t ~ i d e  air, and 

suppose that the gas can just lift r, weight attached to the balloon. 

The balioon will rise in t,he atmusphere to a point where t h e  

prepsure is lo" ,  or until the gas has expanded to  fill the n.hole 

enrelope. Since the  work of the balloon is open to the air, t h e  

pressure inside will continue exactly the same as that  outside. A 

little reflection will show, however, that the conditions would be 
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precisely the same whether the neck was opened or closed. The 

only work the gas would do in expanding would be that which it 

did in inflating the balloon, or i t  would simply displace a volume 
of gas equal to  the enlarged volume of the balloon. It  is easy to 

see that this work would be alinost inappreciable. 

I t  ruay help to clearness if we consider two balloons suspended 

by an endless rope passing over a pulley situated at  the extreme 

height to which the balloon rises. This rope has no weight, and 

t h e r ~IS  110 f~iction at  the pulley. One of the balloons is a t  the 

earth's surface, and the other at  tire I~ighest point. The syatem 

is in equilibriu~n, and ~t would require but the neight a t  

the topmost balloon or a diminution of weight in  the balloon at  

sea-lecel to disturb the equilibrium and cause the balloons to 

change places. I t  is very evident that throughout this motion the 

air sustains both balloons, and the work of expailsion in one bal- 

loon or the woilr done by the air in compressing the gas in the 

other balloon would be almost inappreciable. 

Instead of using h~drogen  in our balloons we may use heated 

air and the results of the analysis would be exactly the satlie. 

Lastly, we may dispense with our envelope, and simply consider 
the heated air as rising in the atmosphere. As we have just seen, 

this air would do very little work, and the coilsequent cooling 

\voulcl be very slighl; the converse would also be true, that the 

work of diminiahing the distance between the molecules of the gas 

would he very slight, and the heating almost inappreciable so far 

as the cotnpression mas concerned. 
The application of tliese views, if they shall be sustained, to 

nearly all theories in meteorology is very obvious. I t  has been 

only after the most careful study and analysis of all the questions 

involved, and a taking up and explaining all the apparent contra- 

dictions between the older views and these, that I have felt justi- 
fied in presenting them so much in detail. I hespeak for them a 

most searching examination and criticism, hoping that thereby the 

whole truth may be e:jtablished. H. A.  EIAZEN. 

;\larch 2. 

Pyrite Incrustations o l  t he  Cretaceous Formations of Middle-

s e x  County,  N.J. 

ONE would ecarcely expect to find beautiful mineralogical 

specimens in so unin\iting a place as a clay pit. The specimens 

of pyrite incrusting wood and hark, that may he found in most of 

the clay pits of Middlesex County, N.J., are very beautifl~l, 

whether viewed asthetically or as cabinet specimens. The in- 

crustations as found near Ford's Corners occur in the black and 

dark-colored clays which usually overlie the lighter and better 

clays. This dark stratum of clay contains many remains of leaves, 

twigs, and bark, which have been partially changed into brown 

coal. Occasionally whole trunks are found which yield wood 

which may be wrought into a variety of ornamental objects 

which are capable of taking a good polish. As waters containing 

sulpbates of iron come in contact with this carbonaceous matter 

the carbon unites with the oxygen of the sulphates and sulphide 

of iron is left in its place. In some specimens the pyrite is found 

covering the carbon, while in others the carbon has been com-

pletely replaced by pyrite; a t  the same time the form of the wood 

is perfectly retained. 

Specimens having the form of twigs not thicker than a lead 
pencil, and having a fine crystalline surface, are occasionally 

found. These make very pretty breast-pins when suitably 

mounted. Some specimens look as though the material of which 
they mere formed had been poured out whilst hot, and had spread 

on cooling much as hot lead doe^ when poured out on a fiat plate. 

Many specimens occur in the shape of balls as large as hen's eggs. 

These are made up of concentric layers of scale like crjstals 

formed about a nucleus at the centre. As these are exposed to 
the weather they scale off gradually, sometinles remaining bright 

until the balls di~appear coinpletely, while at  other times they 

turn dark immediately. 

The pyrite weathers very quickly when left exposed to the ac-

tion of the air, and the clay waters. If, however, the specimens 

are collected and washed as soon as they are removed from their 

native beds, they mill remain bright indefinitely. 

Specimens are occasionally found weighing four or five pounds. 

When the pyrite is exposed to the weather incontact with sand or 

gravel, as the ivou is changed to the ferric oxide it cements sand 

and gravel together so that very oftell Lhe resulting conglomerate 

retains the form of the original lump of wood. Your clay-pitter 
does not look with a favorable eye on the " sulphur balls," as he 

calls them, for clay containing much sulphide of iron is worthless 

for brick-making. 

Of late years large amounts of clay containing iron have been 

used for making the so called mottled bricks. 

D. T. &TARSHALL. 
RZetuchen, X.J.,;\[arch 2. 

A3IONG THE PUBLISHERS. 

THE American girl is not slow to grasp a chance. Some time 
ago The Ladies' Home Journrtl organized a free eclucation system 

for girls. and the magazine is now educat~ngsome forty odd girls 

a t  Vassar and ?Vellesley Colleges. and at  the Boston Conclervatory 

of Music, all the expenser of the girls b ~ i n g  paid by the Jozi?*nal. 

-The Xarch number of Bzcbyhoocl contains an article on ' c  Get-

ting the Teeth -First and Second," by the medical editor, Dr. L. 

M. Yale, which correctscertain mi\apprehensions as to the teething 

procers nnd the troubles which are popularly supposed to accom- 

pany it. Similarly bellsful a~edicql art~cles are "The Care of 

Delicate Chiltlren," by Dr. R. D. Chapin, and '.Cuts and 

Scratches," by Dr. H. Power. &4n alleged " sure cure" for diph- 

theria is also discussed by a compet~nt  wricer. Of most general 

interest, perhaps, is a curious article on '( What Shall be Done 

with Him ? "-an account ot a completely unmanageable though 

not a t  all vicious boy, which is sure to give rise to considerable 

discussion. 

-We have received a copy of the American edition of ( ,  Long-

mans's New School Atlas," the joint work of George G, Chisholm 

of the Royal Geographical Society and C. H. Leete of the Ameri- 

can Geographical Society. It contains thirtj-eight double-page 

maps ; but in many cases what is numbered as a single map is 

really a collection of two or three maps. The introductory maps 

illustrate the various physical and astronomical phenomena of the 

globe, the climates and vegetation of different regions and the 

distribution of races and religions, while the remainder of the 
book is mainly devoted to political geography. There are, how- 

ever, several special maps illuetrating the climate, geology, and 

industry of the United States and Canada, and one showing the 
several acquisilions of territory by the United States. Most of 

the maps are so colored as to shorn the elevation of the different 

sections of land above the level of the sea; which seems to us to 

be making too much of a very small matter. The selection of 
maps is very judicious, and the United States does not appear 

with such overweening importance as it does in most American 

atlases; though it receives as much attention as the British Empire, 

and much more than any other part of the world. The number 
of towns indicated on most of the maps is mall; and though a 
school atlas ought not to be overburdened with town names, the 

present work would hare been better if it had contained more of 

them. The maps are well engraved on excellent paper, and as a 
general atlas of the world for bchool use, the book is meritorious. 

I t  is published by Longmans, Green, & Co. of New Pork, a t  one 

dollar and a half. 

-Professor David Starr Jordan make* the inspiring influence 

of a great teacher of science strong15 felt in the accnunt of 

" Agassiz a t  Penikese," n ~ t h  which he is to open the April Popzs- 

lar Science Illo~ztlrly. The article contains many ot Agasqiz's own 
words, which rebeal the master's spirit better than pages of de- 

scription. An authentic account of what treatment the Catholic 

Church actually gave to Gallleo and his discoveries and writings 

will be given by Dr. Andrew D. White in one of his Warfare of 

Sc~euce papers sattempts have been made to disprove or explain 
away much of this ecclesiastical persecution. but Dr. White's 

stabements are fortified by copious citations from authors of nn-

questioned orthotloxy, The same article tells just how far into 
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the prewnt century the Catholic Church beld to the notion that 
the earth does not more, and shows that certain Protestant sects 
di~played much less wisdom hy clinging to the antiquated delusion 
even longer. ' L  Rapid Transit" is the subject of the sixth of Car- 
roll D. Wright's Lessons from the Census. I t  contains much in- 
formation concerning operating expenses, relative economy of 
motive powers, growth of mileage, etc. An interesting study of 
c L  Involuntary hIorements," by professor Joseph Jastrow. will 
appear. Experiments have been made in the psychological lab- 
oratory of the Uni\ersity of Wisconsin which show the reality 
and nature of the motions on which .'muscle-reading " depends. 
Professor Jastrow's article is illustrated with tracings of such 

movements, and with a figure of the simple apparatus employed 
in taking them. "The Great Earthquake of Port Royal," which 
took pl2xce in 1692, will be described by Colonel A. B. Ellis. This 

account corrects certain erroneous notions of the occurrence that 
have long prevailed, and shows t l ~ a t  the arrangement of the pres- 
ent tomn invites a repetition of the catastrophe. The article is 
illustrated. The last of the articles on mu~ical  instruments in 
the series on the Development of American Industries will be pub- 
lished in the April number. I t  is by Daniel Spillane, and traces 
the evolution of t l ~ e  manufacture of ' L  Orchestral Musical Instru- 
ments" In America. The article IS fully illustrated. 

-Charles Scribner's Sons will publish at  once Edward Whym- 
per's long-expected book, '&Travels Amongst tlle Great Andes of 

the Equator," which was announced last fall, but which they were 
unable to issue at  that time. 'I'hey have in press a new .' Hand-
book of Great Arch~ology " (profusely illustrated), dealins with 
vases, bronzes, gems, painting, sculpture, and architecture. by A. 
S. Murray, keeper of Greek and Roman antiquities, British Nu-
seum. After a long delay Baedeker's "Upper Egypt " has at  last 
been published in Engli~h,  and is imported by Charles Scribner's 
Sons. I t  will be welcomed by all interested in that subject, 
whether travellers or students. 

-Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. hare published a book bj the the- 
osopllist, Mr. A P. Sinnett, on "The Rationale of Mesmerism." 
Mr. Sinnett is the author of "Esoteric Buddhism" and other 
works on theosophy, and in the present volume he professes to 
account for the phenomena of mesmerism, or hypnotism, on the 
principles of so-called occultism. He begins by rebuking the 
physicians and other scientific men for their refusal u n t ~ l  very 
lately to study tbe phenomena in question or even to admit their 
existerlce; and it must be admitted that the rebuke is well de- 
scrred. The theories he advances to explain the phenomena are, 
however, of a very unscientific character. He asserts the exis- 
tence of a magnetic fluid and also of a third principle in the na- 
ture of man, intermediate between the soul and the body, which 
he calls the ' *astral" principle; and it is by these imaginary 
agencies that he attempts to account for mesmerism, He tells u s  
that there is an astral body, which " is quite ri9ible when detached 
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f r o n  the  physical body to  those who  are  gifted in any high degree 
with clairvoyant vision," and that  (' the  astral plane atfordsdirect 
communion between the consciousuess of the  operator and the 
subject when the two are  brought into true magnetic harmony." 
This explanation, as  our readers will see. is n o  explanation a t  al l ;  
yet i t  is not a whit  worse than the  theory of "mulliple personal- 
i ty " which is advocated by nlany French and German hypnotists 
I n  our opinion the phenomena it1 q ~ ? ~ l i ~ l I  (0are f a r  too intricate 
be accounted for by any principles now known to us, and we be- 
lieve tha t  rnucll more investigation and f a r  d r e p ~ r  thinking are 
neceseary before the  true explanation can be given. 

-The  Cassell Publishing Company announce the '' Record of 
Scientific Progress for the year 1891," exhibiting the  most impor- 
tant  discoveries and improvements in all the branches of engineer- 
ing, al.chitecture and building, mining and metallurgy, the  me- 
chanic arts, industrial technology,, and the useful arts, photogra- 

-

phy, chen~istry,  medicine and surgery, printing, the generatian, 
measurement. transwiseion, and applicaticn of electricity, the 
tplegraph and telephone, meteorology and aeronauty, astronomy, 
etc. The editor is Profes;or Robert Cirimsha\t.. 

- 31. Camjlle Fll immarion, the author  of Uranie," is too well 

knorvtl to need m<,re than the announcement of a new volume 
f rom his pen t o  attract  readers. His new story, " Lamen." an-

nounced hy the Cassell Publislling Compnny, is very n luc l~  in the  
manner of i c  Uranie," a scientific romance. I t  is delightful$ *  a 

thing in tllese prosaic days," Pays a well-knoivn critic, to get 
atray from the novels of realism and strike out into sor l~et l~ing of 

an entirely different order tha t  lifts one into the  clouds - the  pun 
is unintentional -nncl takes him away from the  earth. I t  is just 
this tha t  &I.Plammarion does and i t  is a rest to  the weary brain 
to read his graceful stories." Mrs. Serrano, who translated 
"Uranie," has translated this volume. 
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ing renewed strength and vigor 

to the entire system. 

DL Edwin F.~ o 8 8 , ~ o r t l a n d ,  Me., sags: 
LLIhave used i t  in my own case when suffer- 
ing from nervous exhaustion, with gratifying 
results. I have prescribed i t  for many of 
the various forms of nervous debility, and i t  
has never failed to  do good." 

Descriptive pamphlet free.  

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R, I.  

Beware of Substitutes and Imitations. 

CAUTION.-Be sure the word "Hors- 
Pord,s,, is on the label. A11 others are 
spurious. Never sold in bulk. 
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lYm Method of Protecting Properly 
from Lightning. 

The- Lightning Dispeller . 
Price, $20 t o  $30,-According to  size. 

The Pa ten t  Lightning Dispeller is a conduc- 
t o r  specially designed to dissipate t h e  energy 
of a l ightning discharge,-to prevent  its 
doing harm,-placing something in i t s  pa th  
upon which i t s  capacity f o r  causing damage 
m a y  be expended. 

No recorded case of lightning stroke has 
e t  been ci ted against  t h e  principle of the  gispeller. so far as known, the dissipation 

of a conductor has invariably protected under 
t h e  conditions employed. 
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The American Lightning Protection Company 
United Bank Building, Sir~oux City, Iowa. 
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The Fifth Avenue Linen Store, 
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Garden, Fruit, Hop and Timber Lands. 

io0l0  Guaranteed on all h~estm6nts. 
Houses for sale on the instalment plan, by which 

the purchaser can obtain an income sufficient to 
coverall payments, including taxes,insurance,etc. 

Information regardi3g any particular point in 
the State of Washington gladly furnished upon 
application. Personal attention given to all loans. 
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to the Pacific National Bank, Tacoma, Wash.; 
Geo. H. Tilley, Esq., Secretary and Treasurer of 
the Southern Express Co., and Frederick C. Clark, 
of Clark, Chapin & Bushnell, New York. 

Address 504 California Bl'k,Tacoma, Wash. 
Eastern Representative, 

H. P. TAYLOR, 47 Lafayette Place, New York. 

- 
Our stock of Housekeeping Linen Goods is the 

most complete in America. We deal with manufac- 
turers only, and keep nothing but pure linen. Our 
patrons can always rely upon gettin thebest makes 
of Table Linen, Napkins, Tpwels %andkerchiefs 
etc., a t  the very lowest pnce. fine all lined 
initial Handkerchief, in both ladies' and men's 
sizes, a t  $3.00 dozen. Extra large hemstitched Huck 
Towels $3.00 dozen Hand hemstitched linen 
~heets,'$5.00 a pair.  illo ow Cases to match at  $1.00 
a pair. We always have the latest noveltiesin linen 
table decorations. A visit to our store does not 
incur any obligation to buy. 

\VM. S. KINSEY & CO. ,  
Near 36th St. 386 Fifth Avenue. 

THE NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL 
LIFE INSURANCE COIPANY 
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competitors. 
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cheap life insurance and invest- 
ment.feature or income for old age, 
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cost not to be exceeded on given 
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I GUARANTEE.12 per cent per annnm 
~n any of the above c~ties. I have made from 40 to 
60 per cent. per annum for non-residents. I also 
make Arst mortgage, improved real estate loans on 
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inquiries answered promptly. Address 

A. C. SICHELS, Tacoma. Washington. 
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